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Introductory Message
The role of data in sustainable finance has always
been central. In 2021, the Future of Sustainable
Data Alliance (FoSDA) conducted a deep dive into
the part data plays in a sustainable future. We have
made recommendations for both investors deploying
sustainable capital and policymakers creating
frameworks to monitor and regulate global efforts.
FoSDA’s four workstreams have focused on
highlighting data gaps & holes, understanding
sustainable finance taxonomy trends, considering
the unique issues for forward looking data and finally
addressing the need for capacity building in ESG
data talent. 2022 is continuing the breakneck speed
of change in financial markets towards integrating
sustainability. This is driven by demands from all
corners of financial services to make our global
system green and sustainable – and based on solid
and reliable data. This is excellent news. The more we
can develop data to be consistent, comprehensive
and coherent (the 3 C’s for better usage!), the more
we can measure and manage a sustainable financial
future.

Sherry Madera
Chair, Future of
Sustainable Data
Alliance (FoSDA)

estimation and errors (the 3 E’s of data risks!).
FoSDA’s Data Council experts are uniquely placed
to provide guidance to the financial system and
represent the data industry on questions ranging from
high-level principles to detailed dataset definitions.

The more we can develop data to
be consistent, comprehensive and
coherent (the 3 C’s for better usage!),
the more we can measure and
manage a sustainable financial future.

We are delighted that in 2022 we will continue our
work on taxonomies from a data perspective, and
launch a workstream focused on biodiversity data.
As a global alliance FoSDA convenes partners,
members and supporters from all regions to add
knowledge, connectivity and amplification to the
outputs of the FoSDA network. I want to thank all of
the Partners, Members and Supporters for their hard
work and dedication in 2021. I welcome you to join
us actively in 2022 and look forward to new members
participation in all our workstreams and events.

FoSDA will continue to focus on
highlighting data gaps and holes
and recommend ways for regulators
and investors to minimise risks of
extrapolation, estimation and errors
(the 3 E’s of data risks!).

While frameworks, standards, policies and pledges
continue to proliferate, FoSDA remains focused
on the data needed to support all of these various
initiatives. FoSDA’s view is that if we get excellent
quality, density and common definitions in datasets,
these data building blocks form a solid global
foundation upon which the future’s sustainable
financial system can rely.
FoSDA will continue to focus on highlighting data
gaps and holes and recommend ways for regulators
and investors to minimise risks of extrapolation,
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About FoSDA
FoSDA was launched in January 2020 at the World Economic Forum in Davos.
The Future of Sustainable Data Alliance is looking to answer the question

I

nvestors need reliable, decision-ready data to
confidently invest more in sustainable economic
activities – and FoSDA looks to act as a thought
leader with the view to ensure the availability of
the data needed to accurately inform and enhance
the allocation of capital needed to tackle global
environmental and social challenges.
FoSDA is a member based organization under an
NGO structure. FoSDA Partners steer the strategic
priorities and annual workstreams of FoSDA from
all areas of the financial ecosystem. The FoSDA
Data Council is reserved for organisations with
deep ESG data knowledge. The FoSDA supporter
network welcomes partners from across the financial
ecosystem to participate in and be signatories to the
FoSDA publications and workstream outputs.
Since inception, FoSDA has engaged with
supervisors and regulatory platforms including NGFS,
IOSCO, TNFD, and the G20. Speakers representing
FoSDA have participated in events hosted by IIF, CBI,
Fund Forum.
Learn more about FoSDA members on our website.

For more information on getting
involved please click here.

FoSDA answers:
What data do investors and governments need
to deploy capital sustainably and in line with
the requirements of regulators, citizens and the
market now and in the future?
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Why ESG data matters
An investor view

I

n November 2021 the Conference of the Parties
(COP26) gathered in Glasgow, UK to create a
platform for global collaboration on priorities
for a sustainable future. The outcomes of COP26
included a renewed list of targets, commitments,
goals and agreements to deliver a more sustainable
future. The urgency was palpable and the presence
of governments, regulators, organisations, NGOs,
corporates, financiers and academics was impressive.
We are now looking forward to an important phase
of implementation and action based on COP26’s
outcomes and the many other initiatives at work
before, during and after the COP moment in time.
How will we know if these well-intentioned initiatives
are moving in the right direction? How can we
monitor progress on carbon emissions pledges? What
are the deforestation trends? Where are we finding
successes to celebrate and replicate in biodiversity
and nature protection? Underpinning any pledge or
commitment is the ability to measure progress which
relies completely on data. ESG data.
Global ESG assets in numbers

The need for ESG data to measure and manage
commitments applies to the financial markets
especially acutely. In the financial markets, ESG data
has become a crucial tool to both deploy capital to
sustainable projects and businesses, and to identify
climate-related risks in portfolios and the wider
financial system.
The trend towards sustainable investing is well
documented, with assets under management having
surged from $30.7 trillion in 2018 to $35.3 trillion
in 2020, with over $500 billion flowing into ESGintegrated funds in Europe in 2021.
This trend is demanding increasing scrutiny to
ensure there is a common understanding of what is
“green” or “sustainable” or, increasingly, “impact”
aligned. An obvious manifestation of this demand for
detailed definitions are the proliferating global green
taxonomies. FoSDA has identified the implementation
of taxonomies as an area that requires a better
mapping of ESG data to the frameworks. It will take
some time (potentially a lot of time) for taxonomies to
harmonise or create clear overlap.

2016
$22.8 trillion

2020
$35 trillion

Sustainable
Investing

ESGintegrated
funds

2018
$30.6 trillion
Source: Global Sustainable Investment Alliance, 2020 Review
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However, it is possible for us to ensure the data that
feeds the taxonomies usage becomes interoperable
across jurisdictions. This is the work FoSDA is
seeking to support in its Taxonomy workstream (more
on this in the Taxonomy section below).
Taxonomies are not the only area where ESG data is
essential. Sustainable finance legislation, disclosure
standards and policy frameworks are being
developed worldwide. Data is necessary to comply
to any and all of these initiatives and regulations. Be
they voluntary or mandatory, the financial markets are
increasingly being asked to align for transparency,
clarity and comparability. The risk of greenwashing is
increasingly present and while employing regulation
as a tool to combat the issue, we will never be able
to achieve transparency until we provide detailed
data definitions consistently and have comprehensive
disclosures from all necessary sources.
ESG data disclosure is often considered to come
from corporate issuers or portfolio managers only.
However, ESG data increasingly is coming from
sources less traditional to the financial markets:
geospatial data, sensor data, climate forecast data,
projected pollution or population data. There are
multiple sources of data and many tools and analytics
needed to make financial investment decisions.
There are some voices in the market that suggest that
data is the problem. There is not enough data or not
the right kind of data. There is a call for “more data”.
The trouble with sustainable finance is the lack of
data. This is both true and untrue.
It is a fact that not all investment opportunities
disclose the data needed to assess sustainable
risk or reward. CDP’s latest analysis finds that out
of the 13,000+ companies that disclosed in 2021
worth 64% of global market capital ($64tn) just
one third are developing a low-carbon transition
plan (4002/13,100+). Moreover, a paltry 1% (135)
of companies reported through the total 24 key
indicators associated with a credible climate
transition plan. This is improving year on year.

Only

Reported
all the

1%
24

of CDP
reporting
companies

key
indicators

However, corporate disclosures are tracking against
a moving target. Trends in financial investment
demands are changing and including new areas to
cover (ie: biodiversity impacts by businesses – the
reason why FoSDA will have launched biodiversity
data as a new 2022 workstream). Therefore datasets
available for investors are not complete and industry
estimations and proxies are still routinely used.
FoSDA seeks to shed light on the areas where
there are global data gaps and data holes in our
annual review. As we progress through this journey,
regulatory requirements need to take into account the
existing data landscape and consider how to ensure
compliance can be achieved while not watering
down legislation to the current lowest common
denominator. As data becomes necessary for
investors or compliance, identifying these data needs
and defining their granularity, detailed definition and
reporting form will help to streamline the burden on
issuers and data sources.
So perhaps it is not “more data” needed, but specific
data identified that needs to be complete and
comparable.
Data is the bedrock of financial decision making.
This has always been the case in global financial

It is not “more
data” needed,
but specific data
identified that needs
to be complete
and comparable.

centres worldwide. As the climate crisis and need for
a just transition continues, ESG data is the newest
form of that bedrock and has unique characteristics
compared to traditional financial data.
ESG data matters so that the financial system can
effectively play its role in the global sustainability
commitments from COP26 and to meet the demands
of the investors of the future.
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Taxomania:
An International Overview
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FoSDA work in 2021

Mapping taxonomies to Data
Input by
Sean Kidney,
Co-founder and CEO,
Climate Bonds Initiative

Input by
Jaakko Kooroshy
Head of Data & Methodologies,
Sustainable Investing,
FTSE Russel

G

lobal financial markets rely on a common
language or classification system on
sustainable activities – taxonomies – to
identify investment opportunities with environmental
benefits and measure the associated growth and
performance. As policymakers identify ways to grow
the green economy and increase investment flows
into the low-carbon transition, the provision of such
classifications has also emerged as a policy priority.
Taxonomies are being developed around the world at
a rapid pace: more than 30 countries or regions have
developed or are developing taxonomies over the last
three years. These taxonomies should be similar given
the environmental issues we face, such as climate
change and biodiversity loss, are global challenges.
However, they can vary with regions or countries as
specific pathways, resources and transition plans
to achieve environmental objectives will differ by
economic, geophysical and meteorological realities.

There is a clear benefit in systemically capturing key
features of taxonomies, including their overlaps and
discrepancies. It can help the financial market, in
particular investors, navigate taxonomy regulations,
assess their exposure to activities aligned with
various taxonomies and meet reporting requirements.
It can also support regulators and policymakers
in improving taxonomies’ interoperability and
establishing a common language on sustainable
finance globally.
During the last year the FoSDA Taxonomy working
group produced a well-received infographic and
analysis detailing the taxonomy development around
the world and now plans to create a Taxonomy
repository, which will be an open-source database
to capture critical features of sustainable finance
taxonomies and keep track of taxonomy development

worldwide. The repository will provide a tool for
navigating taxonomy regulations and identifying their
similarities and differences.
As the first step, the repository will capture basic
information of taxonomies such as country/region,
date, source document and use cases. At a later
stage, it may map economic activities covered by
taxonomies and metrics on measuring environmental
impacts used by technical screening criteria of
taxonomies, if any, to investigate similarities and
discrepancies among taxonomies, and connect with
existing disclosure frameworks and sustainability
reporting standards.
Another focus of the taxonomy group next year
will be the environmental impact of buildings and
identification of common standards and performance
across regions.

There is a clear benefit in systemically capturing key
features of taxonomies, including their overlaps and
discrepancies. It can help the financial market, in
particular investors, navigate taxonomy regulations,
assess their exposure to activities aligned with
various taxonomies and meet reporting requirements.
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ESG Data Gaps & Holes

O

n the 28th October 2021 Future of Sustainable
Data Alliance (FoSDA) presented its ESG
data gaps & holes report with policy
recommendations examining the global ESG data
space.
With the rising importance of sustainable investing
and ESG disclosure requirements for financial market
participants, the FoSDA ESG Data Council started
its operations in May 2021 and published its initial
findings ahead of COP 26, having been driven by
three main objectives:
Map the gaps and holes in availability
of raw ESG data required by financial
market participants to feed the rising
importance of sustainable investing as
well as to comply with regulatory ESG
Disclosure requirements emerging
across multiple jurisdictions
Identify rationalee for these gaps
and holes
Share best practices and proposed
approach to fill these gaps and holes
While the report acknowledged the continuous
improvement of ESG disclosure and availability, it also
found that some critical ESG data points are missing.
There are significant gaps and holes in market
data and the population of corporate disclosure in
reporting frameworks is often inadequate.
The review included data that contributed to all
components of ESG: environmental, social and
governance.

Input by
Ludovic d’Otreppe de Bouvette,
Senior Vice President, ESG
Analytics, Moody’s ESG Solutions

Key findings
Regarding Data Gaps, the most critical
missing data points included:
Energy consumption and production
by source
Emissions of GHG and other ozone
depleting substances
Executive pay and board composition
Employee Health, Safety, Wellbeing
and Benefits
Regarding emerging topics that society is attempting
to tackle and for which members of the Data Council
are keen to improve data accessibility, key elements
flagged as Data Holes include:
Biodiversity and Nature
Supply chain reporting
Beyond these key Data Gaps and Holes, Data
Council members also identified challenges related
to clear-cut methodologies and approaches for
calculating forward-looking metrics, for example
GHG emission targets.
Furthermore, the Data Council members also
analysed the rationale for the higher presence of data
Gaps vs. Holes – partially caused by the difficulty in
identifying Data Holes due to their low maturity.
The Data Council also looked at the rationalee
for domain discrepancies in terms of ESG data
availability and trends identified which aim at bridging
the identified gaps.
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Initial takeaways
From these initial findings, three takeaways
arose for the market actors and policymakers:

1. Adoption of a globally consistent reporting

standard would provide a clearer starting point
for ESG data providers to base their analysis
and research

Pudae voloreh enisciandis
asi qui veliquo discia dolut dolest apid ex endit
fuga. Nequid qui qui quo con ressinum, corem ent
fugitateni delectat denisci psant. ccsequundam
faccupt iaturione alis adigeniendel intisquidis
moluptam nos pe ne nullabo. Itatemp oreium et
quElicterei publi, consulvissa vo, unum omnonvoc,
nes ac re, diem, us ocavereo, Cati, se nequerum

The Data Council is building on these initial
findings and is advancing its work in 2022,
with the view to:

1. Share our initial ESG data mapping with

market participants and flag best practices
that could address identified gaps

2. Data Gaps exist but they are not all of the

2. Propose non-exhaustive list of metrics that

3. Progress monitoring of the evolution of Data

3. Detail existing framework taxonomy in light of

same importance.

Gaps and Holes would be valuable.

could address identified Data Holes
identified Data Gaps

Click to watch an interview with Ludovic
D'Otreppe - Vice-Chair of the Data
Council (Moody’s ESG Solutions), on
FoSDA’s key initial findings on data gaps
and data holes
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Forward Looking data

Standardisation of net zero targets and
commitments to enable assessments and
comparisons across portfolios.

Input by
Danae Kyriakopoulou,
Senior Policy Fellow, the London
School of Economics and Political
Science (LSE)

Recognition of differences in sectors and
types of institutions when assessing net
zero alignment transition plans.
Need to overcome confidentiality issues
and manage policy uncertainty in creating
credible transition plans.

S

ince the Paris Agreement at COP21, the
financial ecosystem has been on a steep
learning curve in exploring its impact on and
vulnerability to the climate crisis. We now have
broadly accepted answers and consensus on the
‘why’ for action and the ‘what’ needs to be done.
But we are still struggling with the questions of ‘how’
and ‘how quickly’. One of the most commonly cited
barriers to action across players in the financial
ecosystem relates to issues around data, particularly
as the long-term nature and uncertainty associated
with climate-related analysis can render historical
data difficult to use as inputs for estimating future
pathways.
In response to this, FoSDA set up the workstream
on forward-looking data, to contribute to the efforts
to improve definitions and access to forward
looking data for financial services. Ahead of COP26
in Glasgow, we published a report, together with
the Official Monetary and Financial Institutions
Forum (OMFIF), on quantifying the path forward for
sustainable data.

Short term data
1-3 year time horizon

Covering of gaps in the ‘missing middle’
between short-term financial planning and
longer-term net zero alignment targets (See
Figure).

•
•

Following the publication of the report, the agenda
around transition plans has been elevated to a central
priority for the financial ecosystem, with two of the
workstreams of the Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net
Zero devoted to transition plans in the real economy
and financial sector respect
Looking ahead, we look forward to exploring how
FoSDA and the forward-looking data workstream can
contribute to these efforts together with actors across
the financial ecosystem.

Long-term data
30-50 year time horizon

Data required for:

Bank Portfolio Management
Day-to-day risk management

1-3 years

Limits of over-reliance on the financial
sector and emphasis on progress in the
data agenda for the real economy.

“THE MISSING MIDDLE”
Data with 5-25 year
horizon

Data required for:

2021

Input by
Sherry Madera
Chair, Future of Sustainable
Data Alliance (FoSDA)

The report set out to answer questions around
the definitions of forward-looking data and the
contribution they can make to exercises such
as dynamic risk assessments and scenario analysis.
Through engagement with private financial institutions
as well as private finance, we identified the following
priority areas for this agenda:

•
•
•

Time Horizon

Government net zero commitments
Large horizon investment
Climate and environmental risk modelling

30-50 years
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Talent Development & Capacity Building
Input by
Haleh Nazeri,
Platform Curator, Shaping the
Future of Financial and Monetary
Systems, World Economic Forum

Input by
Matthew Chan,
Regional Sustainability
Practitioner (APAC),
International Banking Sector

Input by
Christophe Christiaen,
Innovation and Impact Lead,
University of Oxford, Oxford
Sustainable Finance Group

Input by
Matthew Blake,
Head of Financial and
Monetary System Initiatives,
World Economic Forum

S

uccessfully incorporating environmental,
social or governance (ESG) considerations in
financial decision making, requires a whole
new set of capabilities that is not traditionally found
within financial institutions. Talent and skills that can
process and interpret the breadth and diversity of
new ESG data sources is particularly lacking.

Demand for these skills continues to grow rapidly as
ESG considerations are increasingly being integrated
in strategic and investment decision making
processes of companies, financial institutions and
their advisors. The speed at which this is happening
means demand for ESG skills, far exceeds its supply.

As sustainable finance and ESG increasingly
inform capital allocation decisions, building
strong data and analytical skills to harness
these factors is of critical importance for
professionals from any discipline. This
directory serves as a dynamic information
source and repository for individuals rising to
that challenge.
Matthew Blake,

Head of Financial and Monetary System Initiatives,
World Economic Forum

The ultimate goal is to build a network of educational
institutions, professional bodies, industry and
policymakers with a shared interest in developing
talent to meet ESG/Sustainable Finance data
requirements.
At the core of this work sits the Sustainable Finance
Data Skills and Capacity Building Directory which is
being launched in the Spring of 2022. This Directory
provides an overview of some of the ESG data skills
needed for sustainable finance professionals, as well
as capacity building providers from around the world.
The tool is built on the World Economic Forum’s
platform and contains relevant materials that are
both manually and automatically curated. It is a live
directory that allows new capacity building providers
to be listed as they enter the market.
Ultimately the directory serves as a first port of call
for financial industry professionals, looking to develop
the skillsets needed to support a green and just
economic transition.

The Talent Development and Capacity
Building workstream is directly building on
one of FoSDA’s initial recommendations
from 2021, acknowledging the need for
new skillsets in the workforce, at a scale
and pace that matches the urgency of
the planetary crises we are facing. The
workstream has been established to
answer two fundamental questions:
What are the novel skills needed
to support ESG data analysis for
sustainable finance?
How is this capability being
developed today?
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Fosda 2022

FoSDA’s 2022 Workstreams

If 2021 was a global year of
rising climate ambitions, 2022
is a year of implementation.
A quote from Mark Carney at
the Net Zero Delivery Summit
in London in May 2022 called
for the world to get out of
a “timidity trap” and act
urgently on climate finance.
In order to do this without
building in unintended
risks, it is essential for us to
remain focused on the data
on which we are basing our
sustainability decisions.
This is FoSDA’s mission.

1.

ESG Gaps & Holes: The Top Datasets
for Sustainable Finance Use Cases

Building on the work done in ESG Gaps & Holes
in 2021, this workstream will dig deeper into the
datasets that really matter for various use cases
and financial market segments. As a global alliance,
FoSDA will take a multijurisdictional view and work to
build a data density report that not only recommends
the critical datasets required for greening the financial
system, but reviews where that data is robust
and where we need to build transparency. We see
COP27 as an important landing pad for additional
recommendations on data efficiency, effectiveness
and implementation and will be working closely with
the global regulatory and policy community together
with the financial data ecosystem.

The Taxonomy workstream will also review industryspecific elements of the taxonomies to map data to
these sub-industries in order to build commonality
and efficiency in future use of these tools globally.

to support Biodiversity and
3. Data
Nature-Based Finance

Focus on Biodiversity and Nature-based solutions
has gained traction, and therefore the need to close
the data gaps, and develop clarity of data metrics and
definitions in this space have become more urgent.
FoSDA is pleased to be partnered with the Taskforce
for Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD) in
this workstream. The workstream will also explore
global policy and disclosure initiatives and champion
recommendations for data at COP15.

2. Mapping Data to taxonomies

FoSDA’s taxonomy infographic was the
single most requoted output from the FoSDA work
in 2021. The market interest in understanding the
development of global green, sustainability and
impact taxonomies continues to grow. FoSDA’s role is
to focus on what data is being identified as essential
across the many global taxonomies and seeks to
call out where there is commonality and divergence.
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FoSDA is delighted to announce its SteerCo
for 2022 that will drive forward our mission
and increase our global engagement:

Sherry Madera,
Chair of FoSDA
Senior Vice
President, Public
Policy at Mastercard

Richard Mattison,
Vice Chair of FoSDA
President of S&P
Global Sustainable1

Pietro Bertazzi,
Vice Chair of FoSDA
Global Director,
Policy Engagement
and External
Affairs at CDP

Gavin Starks,
Advisor of FoSDA
CEO of
IcebreakerOne

FoSDA welcomes new members in 2022 to include:

We welcome new partners and supporters
from all areas of the financial ecosystem
to join our work and help to amplify our
results and recommendations.
Please get in touch through:
info@futureofsustainabledata.com
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Contact:
secretariat@futureofsustainabledata.com

